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black ops uses cfg files to store several important parameters. cfg files are designed to be portable
across different oss and configurations, and to provide a way to store and retrieve settings without
having to modify the game itself. the black ops cfg files are structured as follows: black ops
filesyscheck off is activated by default on the server side. it deactivates the black ops filesyscheck on
the server side. it basically means that the black ops filesyscheck will not be activated anymore, but
that the warnings will be displayed only if the server is rebooted. black ops filesyscheck off admin is
activated by default on the admin side. it deactivates the black ops filesyscheck on the admin side. it
basically means that the black ops filesyscheck will not be activated anymore, but that the warnings
will be displayed only if the admin is rebooted. black ops filesyscheck warn can be set to "on" or
"off". it's the switch to have the filesyscheck warnings on or off on the client side. on the server side,
the filesyscheck warnings are off by default. black ops filesyscheck off warn can be set to "on" or
"off". it's the switch to have the filesyscheck warnings on or off on the client side. on the server side,
the filesyscheck warnings are off by default. black ops filesyscheck off cfg admin warn can be set to
"on" or "off". it's the switch to have the filesyscheck warnings on or off on the client side. on the
server side, the filesyscheck warnings are off by default. black ops filesyscheck off cfg warn can be
set to "on" or "off". it's the switch to have the filesyscheck warnings on or off on the client side. on
the server side, the filesyscheck warnings are off by default.
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